Moving a mattress off the bed

Key points to consider before any manual handling task
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Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Method Statement - Manual Handling a Sumed Bed
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling. This is a two person task
Unfastening/fastening the red hangers





Read manufacturer’s instructions
Stand opposite sides facing each other
Communicate and coordinate simultaneous
movement whilst pulling bed together
Ensure bed is unplugged from power supply and
stored safely for transport

Manoeuvring through doorway




Wedge door open where required; once through door
remove wedge
Do not hold the metal frame and push/pull on head
and foot boards
One person each end and ensure hands are not in a
position to catch on door frame

Over thresholds and down corridors
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Ensure corridor is obstacle and people free
Person facing direction of movement to control
the pace and guide e.g. obstacles and thresholds
Continually communicate throughout the task

Cumbria County Council

Manoeuvring in and out of lift



Ensure a good hold on the bed



Ensure wheels are facing direction of move to avoid
wheels becoming lodged in the gap between lift floor
and lift shaft



Continually communicate and observe e.g. watching
your hands and feet

Limited lift space requires careful positioning to
avoid being trapped
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Method Statement – Cleaning Pans
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Emptying water from the pan







Wear appropriate PPE e.g. gloves, apron
and footwear
Place a damp cloth on the side of the sink to
ensure the pan does not slip
Ensure a good hold on the pan, standing at
an angle to avoid twisting
Keep head up to avoid steam
Adopt a stable position
With a smooth movement tilt pan towards
sink emptying contents

Washing a pan
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Small amount of detergent and water in the
pan
Lift pan out of sink and place on a damp cloth
on drainer
Tilt pan towards you for ease of cleaning
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Method Statement - Manual Handling a Drugs Trolley
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Moving through the doorway



Open door and wedge open if required
One hand to pull and one hand on side of the trolley
where the door handles are
Observe for people and obstructions e.g. wheelchairs,
Zimmer’s etc.
Remove wedge, close the door after exiting the room




Changing position regarding pulling or pushing
If pushing the trolley along the corridor and you need to
change position for example, pull the trolley through a
doorway ; do so where there is space



Manoeuvring through a door and turning at an angle
Place hand on the side of the trolley where the door
handles are positioned and other hand on the handle on
end of trolley
Angle trolley through the doorway to keep the trolley in
motion as you manoeuver through door
Continue to be aware of any obstructions or people
Control your speed to avoid undue movement of the
trolley







Manoeuvring over Thresholds






Align the trolley and pull over the threshold on an
angle
If required ask a colleague to assist with the
pull/push
Avoid lifting the trolley over the threshold
Report any equipment issues and concerns
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Method Statement - Manual Handling a Commercial Waste Bin
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Remember PPE
Filling of commercial waste bin






Check that brakes are on the bin and the environment
is free from hazards
Consider a second person to assist when bin lid
requires holding open e.g. high winds
Check the bags are secure, not overfilled and not too
heavy
Whilst facing the bin and using good handling
techniques, lift bag into the bin
Close the lid securely and safely

Moving and turning a bin






Ensure the brakes are unlocked
Person pushing takes the lead and directs person
walking backwards
Continually check for hazards
Use both hands and bin handles to manoeuvre
Steer carefully around the corner

Pushing and pulling a bin
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Continually check the environment for hazards e.g.
pot holes, slopes, kerbs
Person pushing takes the lead and directs person
walking backwards
Use a dropped access where ever possible to get from
footway to carriageway. Alternatively use a ramp
Once you have reached your destination ensure
brakes are applied

Cumbria County Council

Method Statement – Handling a Delivery of Medication
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Handling medication on/off the sack truck
Ensure the sack truck is taken as close to the load as
possible
Test weight of the medication box before handling
When lifting or lowering ensure correct posture
including offset base around the corner of the box
Keep the load close
Place box on the sack truck then adjust into position







Tipping a sack truck towards you




Secure load on the sack truck
Foot and hands placed correctly on the sack truck
Tip the sack truck towards you



Keep your elbows tucked in, back straight and use
your legs to push or pull the sack truck
Ensure the route is clear of obstructions
Use a lift if possible
Where required wedge doors open and then remove
wedge once through the doorway. Alternatively use a
second person to hold the door open

Moving sack truck
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Storing medication
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Move any obstacles to ensure safe working area
Position the box at a good working height
Break the load down
Maintain good posture whilst lifting and lowering
Use a mobile base to avoid twisting
Avoid over stretching
Use step ladders where required

Cumbria County Council

Method Statement – Handling a Lounge Chair x 2 People
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Moving the chair using a sliding technique




Two carers position themselves one each side of the
chair with feet in an offset base position
Carers to place one hand on top corner of chair back
and place other hand on front of chair arm
Shuffle, walk and slide chair forwards, using mobile
base, to make space to position one carer behind
chair prior to lift

Moving the chair using a walking
technique
One carer positioned either side of the chair
Tip the chair onto front legs ensuring both
carers have a secure hold of the chair and the
weight distributed evenly
Pivot chair onto one front leg and then to other
leg walking the chair forward






Prepare and lift chair




One carer at the back of the chair tilts chair
backwards. Take a secure hold. The Carer in
front takes hold of the legs of the chair
Using clear communication, lift together
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Manoeuvring a chair through a doorway





Wedge the door open
Person walking forwards takes the lead
Check the width of the doorway and be
aware of your hands e.g. trapping hands
Continually checking e.g. corridor for
people or obstructions

Manoeuvring chair into lift
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Ensure the chair back goes into the lift last
Place the chair on the lift floor
Open the doors and check environment
before lifting the chair again

Cumbria County Council

Method Statement – Handling a Mattress
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Two staff to handle mattress throughout task
Moving a mattress off the bed








Make sure the environment is clear
Ensure the brakes are on
Bed raised to the correct height
Check for any handles on the bed frame,
wires, call bells
Two staff to handle the mattress one at
either end on the same side
Ensure a good hold of the mattress
Using a mobile base, slide the mattress
towards the edge of the bed and lower to
the floor

Lifting a mattress
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Adopt a stable position around/adjacent
to the mattress
Continue to check your area and then face
the direction of move
Clear communication i.e. ready, steady,
lift
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Manoeuvring a mattress through a doorway






Where required wedge the door open but
remove the wedge once you are through
the doorway
Check the corridor is clear of people and
obstructions
Due to using a fixed hold take a periodic
break if required
Continue to communicate with each other
throughout the task

Manoeuvring mattress on the stairs






Ensure good lighting
Check the stairs are clear of obstructions
or people
The tallest person goes first
Adopt a good foot position on each step
Use a controlled and steady pace on the
stairs

Turning a corner on the stairs
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Adjust hand hold position where required
Pause by resting the mattress where
required and then continue down the
stairs
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Method Statement - Manual Handling a Table x Two People
Key Points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Beginning of the lift and carrying
Discuss the handling task and route to be taken
Test the load and get a good grip
Communicate – ready, steady, lift. Continue to
communicate throughout the task
When carrying consider pausing and taking a rest
Person walking forwards, watch out for person
who is walking backwards
Do you have to lift; can you slide the table?







Tilting table prior to and after going through door

Ensure there is space to tilt the table
Do we need to tilt, check size of door width and
corridor
Adopt neutral handhold position and adjust hands
during the turn
Keep table close and avoid twisting
Leading foot facing direction of move and mobilise
base







Upright the table from its side lying position



Continue to communicate one person to lead
Adopt neutral handhold position and adjust hands
during the turn
Keep table close and avoid twisting
Leading foot facing direction of move and mobilise
base
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Lowering the table onto its side





Continue to communicate one person to lead
Adopt neutral handhold position and adjust
hands during the turn
Keep table close and avoid twisting
Leading foot facing direction of move and mobilise base

Sliding or lifting through a door
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Check flooring e.g., carpet or laminate as you may
be able to slide on carpet
Adjust handholds and mobilise base accordingly
Prop door open and ensure you close the door
after you have moved through
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Method Statement – Handling and using Vacuum Cleaner
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Adhere to cleaning procedures
Removing the vacuum cleaner from
cupboard

Be aware of your surroundings e.g. lighting, trip
hazards etc.
Remove all obstacles prior to moving the cleaner
Plan and prepare the route
Test the weight of the vacuum cleaner
Apply good posture whilst handling the cleaner







Handling the vacuum cleaner through a
doorway



Check through the glass in the door or call out so
people know you are there
Keep the vacuum hose close to you and hold door
open without over stretching

Vacuuming the floor
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Apply an offset base, foot pointing in direction of
the move, keeping a good posture and avoid
twisting
To minimise bending and reaching, move back and
forwards on your base and or use a mobile base
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Winding up the cord


Apply a kneeling base, keeping the vacuum cleaner
close and wind the cord in

Vacuuming the stairs
Apply good posture
Ensure cable is away from your feet
Keep the hose close to avoid stretching and focus
on where you are going
If required a kneeling base could be used






Upright vacuuming
Apply an offset base, foot pointing in direction of
movement, keeping a good posture and avoid
twisting
To minimise bending and reaching, move back and
forwards on your base and or use a mobile base
Ensure the wire does not become a tripping hazard






Pulling and pushing upright vacuum
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Check clearances e.g. no obstacles or people
Keep the vacuum cleaner close to minimise
stretching, use other hand to open and hold door
Consider pulling or pushing through a doorway
Where required use a wedge to prop the door
open and remember to remove the wedge once
through the doorway
Be aware of thresholds and changes in floor
surfaces

Cumbria County Council
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Method Statement – Handling a Wardrobe
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Removing objects from the wardrobe





Check inside and remove any objects where possible
Ensure stable position, good posture, test load and
slide item towards you before you lift
Check for loose shelves etc., secure doors before
moving

Moving a wardrobe away from the wall






Before you move the wardrobe check the area for
obstructions and ensure there is enough space to
carry out the task
Adopt a stable position with a leading foot pointing in
the direction of the manoeuvre, adjusting your feet as
necessary
Walk or slide the wardrobe away from the wall, the
second person to do the same at the other end

Moving a wardrobe x 2 people and slide sheets
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One person to tilt the wardrobe whilst second person
puts the slide sheets into position
Wedge door open where required
Both staff to adopt a stable position, ensure your feet
are not on the sheets
Check the area is free from objects and hazards
Identify a leader prior to moving, ready, steady,
push/pull
Remove the wedge and ensure the door is closed
after exiting the room

Cumbria County Council

Manoeuvre wardrobe through a doorway
Maintain clear communication between both people
Observe for people and obstructions
One person to push whilst the other person guides
through door way
Reposition slide sheets under wardrobe in direction of
movement






Using a sack barrow for a single wardrobe
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Discuss route and decide who will lead
One person to tilt the wardrobe, whilst second person
places sack barrow underneath
One person foots the sack barrow whilst the second
person tilts towards the person holding the sack
barrow
Continually check area for people and obstruction
Consider using a dolly in place of a sack barrow
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Method Statement - Manual Handling Bags of Compost x 2 People
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Remember PPE
Lifting from the floor/pallet
Check that you are wearing suitable footwear and
none slip gloves
Assess the environment and check its clear of
obstacles
Make sure the trolley is as close as possible. If the
trolley has brakes; apply them
Check the weight of the bag and it’s not damaged
Good communication e.g. ready, steady, lift
Adjust the bag, adopt a stable position around the
corner of the bag, apply a good grip and lift using the
power through your legs








Transfer the bag onto a trolley
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Maintain close proximity to the load at all times
Don’t use the trolley bar as a resting point as it may
tip
Communicate throughout, one person to take the
lead and use clear instructions
Remember when lowering the bag, to maintain good
posture; lowering with the legs and keep the bag level
working together
If required adjust the bag into position once in
contact with the trolley
If a large number of bags are to be moved, consider
taking a break or another person to undertake the
task
Do not overload the trolley with bags
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Method Statement – Handling Boxes and Bags in/out of Car Boot
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Loading/unloading boxes


Continually assess the environment for hazards
Test the weight and ensure a good hold on
the box
Use the edge of the car boot as a rest when
lowering into or taking out of the boot
Guide the box into the boot then adjust.
If taking box out slide towards you then slide
up the boot edge before lifting






Lifting and lowering a load onto a sack truck





Continually assess the environment for hazards
Adopt a stable position around the corner of
the sack truck
Test the weight and ensure a good hold on
the box
Position box at an angle prior to lifting or
when lowering

Loading/unloading large bag
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Continually assess the environment for hazards
Assess the weight of the shopping bag before
lifting; split load where ever possible
Adopt a stable position as close to the car as
possible
Tilt the bag towards you, adopt a firm grip,
slide the bag up and onto the boot edge
Adjust bag, mobilise base, hold bag close and
lift

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Loading/unloading small bag
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Assess and test the weight of the bag
Adopt a stable position and place one hand
on the side of the boot
Lower onto the edge of the boot then slide
into bottom of the boot
When taking the bag out of the boot, slide
towards you then up onto the edge of the
boot and then lift
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Method Statement – Handling Items to/from Fridge
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Moving and positioning trolley






Check the area before transfer of items
Look for any hazards associated with
handling
Use good posture and keep the load close
Push or pull the trolley into position
depending on space available
Position trolley close to the fridge then
open the fridge door

Propping the door open
Take out the old stock and use one or two
bottles to hold door open. Place a paper towel
under milk on the floor



Stock rotation
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Consider a kneeling pad on the floor
Apply a kneeling base
Slide the old stock to the front of the fridge
and to one side allowing access for the new
stock
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Handling items on/off the trolley





Transfer no more than two items at a time
Keep the items close
Avoid twisting and top heavy posture
Mobile base when handling from the trolley
to the fridge




Face the direction of the move
Place the items at the front of the fridge prior
to sliding into position
Slide the old stock to the front
Close the fridge door
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Method Statement – Handling Items to/from a Filing Cabinet
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling. Refer to the risk assessment regarding positioning and
storage of files
Transferring files in or out of bottom drawer










Continually checking environment
Use a stable object e.g. chair or a small unit
Use a kneeling base and adopt a good angle
to avoid twisting. Consider using a kneeling
pad
Check the weight, thickness of the file and
content regarding loose items
Keep the file close to you, position by sliding
onto/off chair
Stand up and then lift the file or item off the
chair
Be aware of sharp edges on the cabinet

Lifting a file out of the bottom drawer
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Adopt a stable position around the corner
of the drawer
Check the weight, thickness of the file and
content regarding loose items
When lifting the file, start the movement
with the strong leg muscles while keeping
the back posture constant
Keep the file close to your body and transfer
to the desk etc.
Be aware of sharp edges on the cabinet

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Lifting item from top of filing cabinet
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Test the item for weight, size and any loose
contents
Slide the item towards you and then gently
slide the item down the edge of the filing
cabinet
Keep the item close to your body
maintaining a stable base

Cumbria County Council

Method Statement - Manual Handling Potted Plants 1 & 2 People
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Remember PPE
One person lift from the floor







Transfer a pot onto a trolley

Check environment for obstacles, hazards and people
Consider using a trolley or wheelbarrow for distance
involved
Test the load for slippery surface, root attachment,
sharp edges, clay pot that could break and weight of
pot
Position pot to avoid branches contacting face,
awkward centre of gravity etc.
Lift the plant pot using the strong leg muscles while
keeping the back posture constant

Position trolley as close to the pot as possible and
ensure it’s stable
Keep the pot close to your body as you lower it onto
the trolley
Position the pot on to the trolley edge and then slide
it into position





One person lift into the wheelbarrow
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Ensure the wheelbarrow is safe and stable
Adopt a good base and position yourself around the
corner of the wheelbarrow
Use a good handhold to avoid entrapment of the
fingers against the wheelbarrow
Position the pot in the middle of the wheelbarrow
More pots can be transported but don’t over load the
wheelbarrow
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Two-person method lifting pot into wheelbarrow







Position wheelbarrow as close to the pot as possible
Maintain good communication between handlers
One person raises the handles of the wheelbarrow to
lower front end
Second person adopts a good base around the corner
of the wheelbarrow then lowers the pot into the
centre of the wheelbarrow at the front
One person to lower the wheelbarrow handles as the
second person slides the pot to the centre of gravity

Two person lift into/out of wheelbarrow
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Ensure wheelbarrow is stable
Two people to use clear communication throughout
the task
Plan the route
Adopt a good grip on the pot
Lift pot and using an offset base side step either side
of the wheelbarrow and lower into position
To remove the pot use the reverse of the above
Remember to avoid twisting by using a mobile base

Cumbria County Council

Method Statement – Handling Tray of Food from/to the Oven
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Removing a hot item out of the oven







Wear appropriate PPE gloves, apron etc.
Carefully open oven door, stand back as
steam and heat is released
Ensure the oven door is fully open so it is
not able to swing back
Adopt a stable position and good posture
Ensure you have a good hold of the tray
Slide tray towards you before lifting

Transferring the tray to work surface



Keep the tray as close to the body as possible
without burning yourself
Use mobile base, avoid twisting, continually
checking the area for hazards as you transfer
to the work surface

Place the oven tray on the work surface
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Approach the work surface on an
angle
Using an offset stable position, place
the corner of the tray onto the
surface and slide into position
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Method Statement – Handling a Wheelchair in and out of a Car Boot
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling. If hiring a car, ask for a lower levelled accessible boot to
aid loading the wheelchair. Follow manufacturers instruction

Dismantling a wheelchair prior to handling






Place a blanket over the edge of the boot (to
avoid damaging car) and where possible
remove parcel shelf if required
Bring the wheelchair close to the car
Secure the brakes and remove all detachable
parts e.g. foot plates and cushion
Fold the backrest and close the wheelchair

Beginning of the lift
Test the load and check for moving parts
Adopt an offset base around the wheelchair
Adopt a low grip on the wheelchair frame
Keep the wheelchair close to your body
Lift maintaining good posture







Lifting a wheelchair onto the edge of the boot
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Whilst applying an offset base rest the
wheelchair on the edge of the boot
Adjust your handhold as necessary prior
to lowering the wheelchair into the
boot

Cumbria County Council

Lowering and positioning in the boot
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As you flex the knees, lower wheelchair
into boot
Walk the wheelchair on the boot floor
and then lie it flat if possible or lean
against rear car seat; secure load
Place detachable items in boot securely
To remove wheelchair reverse the above
procedure
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Method Statement - Manual Handling of a Hot Trolley
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
·

Check and maintain trolley

Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook for; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling

Moving the Hot Trolley from Parked Position





Unplug from the socket
Stand close to the trolley/handle
Pull the trolley away from the wall holding handle
Push the trolley into position to enable it to go
through the door

Moving the Trolley through a Door
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Wedge the door open, if needed or use posterior and
foot
Position your hands correctly on the trolley handle,
shoulder width apart
Observe for obstructions e.g. people, equipment and
objects
Position the trolley straight and in line with the doorway
Pull the trolley carefully through the doorway
Close the door, if it has been fastened open

Cumbria County Council

Manoeuvring the trolley over a threshold



Align the trolley and pull it over the threshold on an
angle, one wheel at a time
If required ask a colleague to assist with the pull/push



Avoid lifting the trolley over the threshold



Pushing/Pulling the Trolley in/out of the lift


Position the trolley in line with the lift door



Position your hands correctly on the trolley handle,
shoulder width apart



Push the trolley into the lift and pull out of the
lift taking care to avoid the door and the
woodwork
Where required ask for help
Consider a lightweight ramp to level up any
difference in the lift floor verses lift frame




Turning the trolley in the corridor prior to pulling/pushing





Pushing the trolley along the corridor
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Find a suitable space to turn the trolley
Check for people, objects and equipment
Push/pull the trolley along the corridor at a
natural walking pace
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Method Statement - Manual Handling Laundry and Laundry Trolley
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
·

Remember PPE and infection control

Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good manual Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling

Walking down the corridor

Test the weight e.g. heavy wet items
Pull the trolley, rather than push, so a better posture
can be achieved
Check for obstacles and/or people
Prop doors open where required and ensure you close
the door behind you






Moving through doorways
Ensure no one is behind the doors by shouting or
knocking
Push the door open with your free hand whilst pulling
the trolley through




Unloading the trolley using both hands
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Ensure stable base, standing around the corner of the
trolley while keeping the load close to your body
Visually check the trolley contents for heavier items
Ensure the items being removed from trolley are split
into manageable loads and into the appropriate
containers

Cumbria County Council

Unloading the trolley with one hand





Ensure stable base, standing around the corner of the
trolley while keeping the load close to your body and
have one hand on the trolley for support
Visually check the trolley contents for heavier items
Ensure the items being removed from trolley are split
into manageable loads and into the appropriate
containers

Sliding a basket across the floor
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Visually check the load prior to moving, after
assessing the weight, split the load if required
Assess the environment and decide if pulling or
pushing is more appropriate
Using an offset mobile base, push or pull the basket to
the required location
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Method Statement – Loading and Unloading a Dishwasher
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling. Remember your PPE and manufactures instructions
Rinsing off items






Adopt your posture to suit work height
Rinse the items individually
Where required, stack the items prior to
loading into the dishwasher due to e.g.
limited work space
Continually checking the environment for
space constraints

Opening and closing the door
Clear the area of obstacles and check the
floor is dry
Test the door handle for damage e.g. cracks
Adopt an offset and mobile base as you
open & close the door
When the door is returned to closed
position, ensure the door is locked






Pushing and pulling the racks
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Adopt an offset base around the corner of
the door
Hold the rack securely on either side using
two hands
Pull or push the rack slowly moving on your
base to avoid the rack coming off the
runner
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Loading & unloading items
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Adopt an offset base around the corner of
the door
Load and unload the items individually
DON’T overload the dishwasher (only use
the designated spaces)

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Method Statement – Handling a Fridge Prior to Cleaning
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please make reference to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and
Principles of Safe Moving and Handling
Moving fridge using a walking technique

Empty the fridge prior to moving
Check the fridge for e.g. weight, movability, sharp etc.
Check the environment is clear round the fridge and
the area you are moving to e.g. obstructions and
people
Walk the fridge out using the offset base and
maintaining good posture
Once the fridge has been walked out, unplug before
cleaning the space
When moving the fridge back use the walking
technique; ensure you plug it back in first









Using a brush and pan to clean
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For kneeling tasks consider using a kneeling pad
Adopt a kneeling base keeping the foot pointing in the
direction of the move
Don’t overstretch and continue to mobilise your base
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Using an alternative for cleaning
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If kneeling is difficult use a long handled brush
Use an offset base, mobile base and good posture to
sweep the area
Other alternatives could include a vacuum cleaner or
mop etc.

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Method Statement - Manual Handling using a Sack Barrow
Key points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling
Moving through the doorway

Open the door and wedge if required; assistance may
be required to hold the door open
Hold the sack barrow securely with both hands, place
foot on axle and tilt towards you
Keep your body central to the sack barrow and avoid
overreaching
Observe for people and obstructions
After exiting the room, remove wedge and ensure the
door is closed







Lifting and lowering the load on/off the sack barrow




Test and position the load on an angle prior to lifting
Adopt a stable position, keep close to the load when
lifting or lowering
When lowering the load onto the sack barrow position at
an angle then slide into secure position. This allows you
to achieve a stable position with your feet

Sliding the load off sack barrow
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Keep a stable position, close to and facing the
load
Using two hands, ensure a good hold on the
load
Slide the load towards your body
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Sliding the load into final position
Place one foot in the direction of the slide
Using two hands, ensure a good hold on the
load
Slide the load forward into position
Avoid overreaching and if required reposition
closer before each slide






Sliding using a kneeling base
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Adopt a kneeling base
Using two hands, ensure a good hold on the
load
Slide the load forward into position
Avoid overreaching and if required reposition
closer before each slide

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements

Method Statement – Securing Wheelchairs in the Minibus
Key Points to consider before any manual handling task
Please refer to the Basic Awareness Workbook; T.I.L.E.O, Good Handling Techniques and Principles
of Safe Moving and Handling. Ensure tracks and fixing accessories are clean and maintained. Follow
manufacturer’s instructions for fixing points on wheelchairs. A kneeling pad is recommended
Fixing front clamp to the floor
Remove any seats not required to allow
maximum space
Consider and be aware of individuals needs
before loading onto bus
Where possible, consider fixing the front
clamps before positioning wheelchair on the
bus
Apply wheelchair brakes and attach the
wheelchair clamps to the track nearest to the
central aisle and wheelchair then adjust until
secure
Adopt a low position with offset base, close
to the wheelchair, oblique position to
minimise twisting









Fixing rear clamps to the floor
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Ensure area is clear around the wheelchair
Apply a kneeling base or low position
Keep close to the wheelchair and minimise
overreaching
Fix clamp to the track and the wheelchair
then adjust until secure
Use a handhold for additional postural
support if required
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Fixing seat belt
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Extend the seat belt as you mobilise around
the wheelchair
If possible, ask the passenger to hold the seat
belt while you move around to the rear of
the wheelchair

Adopt a low position with an offset base,
close to the wheelchair and secure the seat
belt

Manual Handling of Objects - Method Statements
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